Pirate Bay founder builds the ultimate piracy
machine [0]
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Pirate Bay co-founder Peter Sunde served his prison sentence last year but still owes the entertainment
industries millions in damages. Some might think that he's learned his lesson, but with a newly built
copying machine he's generating millions of extra 'damages,' which might be worth a mention in the
Guinness Book of Records.

Former Pirate Bay spokesperson Peter Sunde has always been very outspoken about people’s inherent
drive to copy things.
Last year he paid the ultimate price[4] of sacrificing his freedom for his involvement in TPB, but that
hasn’t changed his core ‘kopimi‘[5] values.
One of Peter’s major frustrations is how the entertainment industries handles the idea of copying. When
calculating the losses piracy costs, they often put too much value on pirated copies.
This is something Peter knows all too well, as he still owes various movie and music companies millions
in damages.
However, this hasn’t stopped him from continuing to copy. In fact, he’s just built the ultimate copying
machine using a Raspberry Pi, an LCD display and some Python code.
With these three ingredients the “Kopimashin” makes 100 copies of the Gnarls Barkely track “Crazy”[6]
every second. This translates to more than eight million copies per day and roughly $10 million in
‘losses.’
Crazy indeed.
Peter’s machine is part of an art project[7] about the value of digital copies which he’s preparing for an
upcoming exhibition.
“I want to show the absurdity on the process of putting a value to a copy. The machine is made to be very
blunt and open about the fact that it’s not a danger to any industry at all,” Sunde tells TF.
“But following their rhetoric and mindset it will bankrupt them. I want to show with a physical example –
that also is really beautiful in it’s own way – that putting a price to a copy is futile.”
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The Kopimashin does make real copies of the track, but they are sent to /dev/null, which means that
they are not permanently stored.

The most important message, however, is that the millions of dollars in losses the industry claims from
him and the other TPB founders are just as fictitious as the number displayed on the Kopimashin.
“The damages in the TPB case are equally ludicrous of course. The idea behind it is of course never to get
that money paid, but to scare people into silence and obedience.”
The millions of dollars the industry is said to lose stands in no relation to actual damages according to
Peter. On the contrary, he believes that piracy positively affects sales.
“To quote Kenneth Goldsmith, I think the file-sharing trials of this century are going to be our obscenity
trials. The claims are never valid, they’re never based on actual damage. If that was the case, we would
have been awarded money.”
“The economics work differently in a global networked society. But the industries will not change. That’s
why we need to take them down,” he adds.
The Pirate Bay co-founder hopes to finalize 13 Kopimashins for various exhibitions and plans to sell a
few as well. In the meantime, he’s continuing to ‘bankrupt’ poor Gnarls Barkley and his label.
“The one running at my home is up to 120 million copies as we speak. That equals $150 million in losses
to the recording industry – following their logic,” Peter says.
To get his copying effort recognized Peter contacted the Guinness Book of Records this week, who are
currently reviewing[12] his application.
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